
List 1 

  

countenance facial expression 

profound  deep 

manifest obvious 

serene calm 

sublime lofty; of very great excellence 

prodigious huge 

singular unique 

clamor outcry; loud confused noise 

visage face 

abate to lessen 

allude indirectly refer to 

grotesque distorted; repulsively ugly 



List 2 

undulate to wave 

acute sharp 

vivid bright, lively 

venerate to respect 

odious hateful 

pallor paleness 

importune to pester 

audible able to be heard 

magnanimous generous 

oppress govern or treat harshly 

confound to surprise and confuse 

wan pale 

adjacent lying near, next 

 

  



List 3 

exquisite beautifully made 

melancholy sadness 

incredulous skeptical 

traverse to cross 

repose resting 

lurid sensational 

languid slow-moving or weak  

superfluous extra 

sagacity wisdom 

vulgar common 

placid calm 

tremulous quivering 

 

  



List 4 

abyss deep chasm 

stolid calm, dependable 

condescend show feelings of superiority, patronize 

wistful yearningly wishful 

prostrate lying with face to ground 

palpable can be touched or felt 

vex irritate 

amiable friendly and pleasant 

perplex greatly puzzle or disconcert 

portent foreshadow 

peremptory expecting to be obeyed immediately 

somber gloomy 

 

  



List 5 

expostulate express strong disapproval 

subtle delicate; difficult to analyze 

tangible touchable 

vivacious lively 

despond dejected, lose confidence 

doleful expressing sorrow 

pervade spread through 

pensive engaged in deep thought 

apprehension anxiety, fear 

procure acquire 

abject extremely unhappy, hopeless 

austere severe, strict 

 

  



List 6 

oblique indirect 

sallow sickly yellow 

ignominy dishonour 

eccentric odd 

resolute determined 

articulate able to express oneself clearly 

furtive secretly, sly 

fain  willing 

genial kindly 

mien person’s bearing or look 

affect touch feelings, produce effect on 

billow fill with air and swell outward 

 

  



List 7 

indolent lazy, idle 

maxim short statement of general truth, principle 

reproach expression of disapproval, disappointment 

morose sullen, ill-tempered 

latter near or towards the end of something 

conjure make something appear by magic;  implore 
(someone) to do something 

retort to answer quickly in an angry or funny way 

antipathy aversion; deep-seated feeling of dislike 

alacrity brisk and cheerful readiness 

animated full of life or excitement 

vestige a trace of something that no longer exists 

verdure lush green vegetation 

 

  



List 8 

rebuke express sharp disapproval or criticism 

zenith the time at which something is most powerful or 
successful 

inexorable impossible to stop or prevent 

livid extremely angry 

din a loud, unpleasant, prolonged noise 

dilate make or become wider, larger 

fortnight a period of two weeks 

abash cause to feel embarrassed  

profane to treat (something sacred) with abuse and 
irreverence 

imperious unpleasantly proud and expecting to be obeyed 

conjecture a conclusion formed on the basis of incomplete 
information 

swarthy dark-skinned 

impute to say that someone is responsible for something 
(bad) that has happened 

appellation a name or title 

 

 


